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LOCATION OF TRANSECTS AND DENSITY SAMPLES



















































































LOCATION OF TRANSECTS AND DENSITY SAMPLES
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FIGURE 4.6




































































LOCATION OF MID 6th-EARLY 7th CENTURY SITES DISCUSSED IN
TEXT
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KM	 PERIODICALLY OCCUPIED SITE
0 SETTLEMENT
FIGURE 5.11
LOCATION OF MID 7th-EARLY 8th CENTURY SITES
DISCUSSED IN TEXT










7. Painsthorpe Wold 1
8. Garton Slack - Tatton Sykes 1
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Garton Slack - Tatton Sykes 2
10. Elmswell
11. Driffield - Cake Hill
12. Driffield - 'Moot' Hill
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DISTRIBUTION OF PRIMARY AND EARLY SECONDARY SERIES





















































































SETTLEMENT LOCATION AT HAYTON



















• 6th-lth CENTURY ANGLO-SAXON
CEMETERY
I.1AREA OF MEDIEVAL AND MODERN VILLAGE
ROMANO-BRITISH SETTLEMENT
FIGURE 5.19
SETTLEMENT LOCATION AT SHIPTONTHORPE FROM
THE ROMAN TO THE LATE MEDIEVAL PERIOD
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FIGURE 5.20
DISTRIBUTION OF COPTIC COPPER-ALLOY VESSELS
AND HANGING-BOWLS IN EAST YORKSHIRE FROM
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LOCATION OF LATE ROMAN SITES DISCUSSED IN TEXT





































. . •	 KM	 Q NATIVE SITE
• ANGLO-SAXON SITE.
FIGURE 6.2
NATIVE SITES IN USE IN THE 5th CENTURY AND
ANGLO-SAXON SITES FOUNDED BEFORE A.D.500
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0 Possible Penannular brooch
FIGURE 6.4
PENANNULAR BROOCHES DEPOSITED IN ANGLO-SAXON CONTEXTS
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DISTRIBUTION OF C2 GREAT-SQUARE-HEADED BROOCHES




















































2. Abingdon - Staxton Road
3. Queenford Farm - Dorchester-on-Thames
4. Beech House Hotel - Dorchester-on-Thames
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6. Cassington - Smith's Pit
7. Cassington - Purwell Farm
8. Eynsham
9. Yarnton
10. Wy t ham
11. Radley
12. Abingdon - Staxton Road
13. Radley - Barrow Hills
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4. Cassington - Purwell Farm
5. Barton Court Farm
6. Abingdon - Staxton Road
7. Berinsfield
8. Wheat 1 ey
9. Sutton Courtenay

















































5. Cassington - Smith's Pit
6. Whe a t 1 ey
7. Abingdon - Staxton Road
8. Berinsfield
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3. Cassington - Purwell Farm
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5. Barton Court Farm
6. Abingdon - Staxton Road
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6. Barton Court Farm
7. Barrow Hills




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6. Frocester Court Villa
7. Cirencester
8. Latimer
9. Queenford Farm - Dorchester-on-Thames







17. Poundbury - Dorchester
























0 NATIVE LATE OR POST-ROMAN CEMETERY
• ANGLO-SAXON CEMETERY
ROMAN ROAD
WALLED AREA OF ROMAN DORCHESTER
FIGURE 8.3
LATE ROMAN AND EARLY MEDIEVAL CEMETERIES

















































5. Abingdon - Staxton Road
6. Long Wittenham 1
(Since the production of this figure, a sword burial has
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5th-6th CENTURY SITES WITH 'GERMANIC'
































































































































PRE7th CENTURYANGLO-SAXON AND NATIVE EARLY MEDIEVAL








5. Hurdlow 2 (East Sterndale 2)
6. Waggon Low
7. Plisbury
8. Borough Fields, Wetton
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DISTRIBUTION OF BARROW BURIALS WITH ANTLER TINES







5. Borough Fields, Wetton

























7th CENTURY BARROW AND FLAT GRAVE
BURIALS DISCUSSED IN TEXT






































Middleton - Moor, Wirksworth
Brassington Moor 2







Lapwing Hill, Brushfield 1



















BAR LA S TON
FIGURE 9.4
LOCATION OF SWORD AND SEAX
DEPOSITIONS IN 7th CENTURY BURIALS
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DISTRIBUTION OF SITES WITH GOLD OBJECTS
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DISTRIBUTION OF SITES WITH SILVER OBJECTS
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DISTRIBUTION OF GOLD COINAGE AND
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FIGURE 10.1
LOCATION OF LATE ROMAN SITES IN THE











PLACE-NAMES OF PCELTIC BRITISH DERIVATION AND ANGLO-SAXON NAMES
FOR BRITISH SETTLEMENTS IN THE PEAK DISTRICT












USE OF YELLOW AND RED ENAMEL DECORATION ON HANGING-BOWL
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FIGURE 10.4
DISTRIBUTION OF PRIMARY AND EARLY SECONDARY SERIES
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KEY	 BALANCE AND WEIGHTS SET
•	
IN 6th CENTURY GRAVE
•BALANCE
OBALANCE AND WEIGHTS SET
IN 7th CENTURY GRAVE
o BALANCE
FIGURE 11.3
DEPOSITION OF BALANCES AND WEIGHTS
IN EARLY MEDIEVAL BRITAIN FROM
400-750A.D.
BALANCE DEPOSITED IN 6th
CENTURY SETTLEMENTCONTEXT
D BALANCE DEPOSITED IN 7th-BthCENTURY SETTLEMENT CONTEXT
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GOLD COINAGE FROM MID 6th-LATE 7th CENTURY
CONTEXTS IN NORTHUMBRIA AND THE MERCIAN
HEARTLANDS
PRE-7th CENTURY COIN















DISTRIBUTION OF MOOT PLACE-NAMES IN THE
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APPENDIX 1
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS IN THE TABLES
No. of Graves	 Number of excavated graves in a cemetery
No. of Graves with Grave - Goods	 Number of excavated graves with grave - goods








No. of C's of D






Early Anglo-Saxon - between 400-700 AD
Early Medieval (non-Anglo-Saxon) - between 400-700 AD
Number of Contexts of deposition in which artefacts made from
a specific raw material were placed.
In the case of a cemetery, the number of contexts of deposition
would equate with the number of graves in which specific raw
materials were found. The contexts of deposition on
settlements could be pits, ditches, building remains or fmds
scatters etc.
The percentage of contexts of deposition in which specific raw
materials were found in a cemetery or on a settlement. This
figure equates with the percentage of graves containing
artefacts made from specific raw materials in cemeteries and
the percentage of structural features yielding artefacts made
from specific raw materials on settlement sites.
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TABULAR SUMMARIES OF THE ANALYSES OF COMMODITY DISTRIBUTIONS
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GAZETTEER OF COINS DATING FROM TRE SIXTh TO EARLY EIGRTII
CENTURIES FROM EAST YORKSHIRE, THE UPPER THAMES VALLEY
AND TUE PEAK DISTRICT
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Appendix 2 - Introduction
The information on the coin finds from the study areas,
whether isolated examples, scatters or hoards has been
presented according to a set format. Coin finds are listed by
study area and each site has its own entry. Where possible the
following details are recorded for every site:-
1. The name and location of the site.
2. National Grid Reference (NGR) where known.
3. Type and/or Series of coin.
4. Number of Examples found.
5. Further information.
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A) Gold Coin Finds
1) East Yorkshire (including both sides of the Humber estuary
and the Vale of York).
1. YORK
NGR - Uncertain
Type	 No. of Examples
'YORK type'
Gold Shilling/tremlssis 	 3
(early-mid 7th century)
In the British Museum (CM1850,5-6-l). The three York-type
shillings or tremisses listed above were found In York in 1846.
The type of deposition context from which they were recovered
Is not known. It was presumed that these coins were minted in
York due to the fact that until 1979 they were the only known
examples. Their unique occurrence was thought to indicate a
probable mint for the coins at York. They are thought to date
from the middle of the 7th-century. This type of gold
shilling/tremissis Is significantly lighter in weight than
contemporary Anglo-Saxon gold coins In southern England. All
the above are struck from the same die. Their average weight
is 1.13 grammes (17.5 grains).
References: Sutherland, C.H.V., 1948, No. 75; Archibald, N.,




Type	 No. of Examples
'YORK type'
Gold Shilling/tremissis 	 1
(early-mid 7th century)
In the British Museum (BM 1979, 10-10-1)
This 'York-type' shilling/tremissis is struck with different
dies from the examples found in 1846, though identical motifs
are used e.g. the stylized face. This coin is known to have
been found in Yorkshire but it is unknown whether it actually
came from York. It came into the public domain via a Sotheby's
catalogue of 9th October 1979 where it was bought by the
British Museum. Again this coin is lighter than southern
Anglo-Saxon gold coins but it is slightly heavier than the 1846
examples. It weighs 1.26 grammes.
References: Sotheby's Catalogue 9th October 1979.










This example was found at Burton-by-Lincoln in 1991 with a
metal detector. Information on the weight of the coin and the
dies of the coin is forthcoming.
References: Blackburn, M.A.S. 1993, p85-87 and Blackburn,
Bonser and Chick forthcoming.
4. OSNONDTHORPE - just to the west of Leeds
NGR - Uncertain
No. of ExamplesType
Gold Tremissis - showing the
Eastern Roman emperor
Justinian (527-565 A.D.) -
Visigothic copy.
1
This coin was discovered in 1774.	 It Is thought to be a
Visigothic tremissis with the dies derived from contemporary or
slightly earlier Justinianic gold coinage. This Visigothic
copy would have been struck in Spain between the mid 6th-early
7th centuries.
Reference : Rigold, S. 1975, p665.
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This coin was found in 1987. It is one of two contemporary
gold-plated forged tremisses to have been found inside or on
the borders of the Kingdom of Northumbria. The second example
was found at Yeavering. The Yeavering example is thought to
have been minted in the 640's.
References : Blackburn, N.A.S. 1993, p88.
Kent, Lafaurie and Hope-Taylor 1977, p182-183.
ii) The Upper Thames Valley
1 • DORCHESTER-ON-THANES
NGR - SU 57 94
Type
	 No. of Examples
a.	 Gold Solidus of Valentinian I
(Western Roman Emperor from	 1
364-375).
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b. Gold Tremissis of Mauricius
Tiberius (Eastern Roman 	 1
Emperor from 582-602 A.D.)
c. Anglo-Saxon Gold Runic Shilling
(mid 7th century)	 1
These three coins are thought to have been found together with
a gold and cloisonne garnet pyramid stud in Dorchester-on-
Thames in the early 19th century. Unfortunately their exact
findspot is unknown. The pyramid study Is a product of the
early-mid 7th century, while the Anglo-Saxon runic shilling has
direct parallels with gold shillings in the Crondall hoard,
Hampshire, deposited between the 640's and 650's approximately.
If all three coins were associated, they are likely to have
been deposited In the mid 7th century.
References : Dickinson, T.M. 1974, p25-30;
Rutherford-Davies, K. 1982, p145.
iii) The Peak District
1. FORSBROOK
NGR - SJ 951 411
Type	 No of Examples
Gold Solidus of Valentinian II
	
1
(struck between 375-379 A.D.)
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This coin is mounted in a gold and cloisonne garnet pendant.
The coin forms the central part of the pendant and cut garnets
are placed In gold cloisons around the coin. The pendant was
probably made in the early decades of the 7th century. It was
found in levelling a hedge-bank at Forsbrook in 1879.
References : Meaney, A.L. 1964, p221; Ozanne, A. 1964, p41.
B) Primary and Early Secondary Series Silver Sceatta Coin
Finds
I) East Yorkshire and the south bank of the Humber
1. COTTAN
NGR - Uncertain
Type	 No. of Examples
Early Secondary Series J
Type 37 Sceat (early-mid
8th century)
Blackburn dates the production of this coin type to the period
between 715 and 730 A.D. This example was found at Cottam near
Garton-on-the-Wolds and is in the possession of Mr D. Haldenby.
References : Hull Museum Records.
2. GARTON-ON-THE-WOLDS
NCR - SE 959 618
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Type
	 No. of Examples
Early Secondary Series J,
Type 37 Sceattas (early- 	 2
mid 8th century)
Early Secondary Series J,
Type 85 Sceattas (early- 	 2
mid 8th century)
Early Secondary Series G,
Type 3a Sceattas (early- 	 2
mid 8th century)
Early Secondary Series K,
Type 32a Sceat (early- 	 1
mid 8th century)




This collection of eight early secondary series sceattas was
found inside the remains of a leather purse accompanying a male
inhumation burial in the early-mid 8th century cemetery at
Tatton Sykes 2-Garton Slack. It is the only directly
associated hoard of coins to have found in East Yorkshire.
Blackburn has previously ascribed the date of 725 A.D. for the
deposition of the coins in the grave. The coins are in the
Grantham collection in Driffield.
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References : Teasdill, G. 1965, p358 in Grantham, C. and
Grantham E. 1965, p355-360; Blackburn, M.A.S.
1984, p167; Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984,
p252.
3. NORTH FERRIBY
NGR - along the shore and imnediate hinterlami of the
Humber estuary from North Ferriby to Welton.
Type	 No. of Examples
Primary Series B, Type Bli Sceat -
'Bird on cross type' (late 7th
	 1
century)
Primary Series C, Type - Runic
Sceattas (late 7th-early 8th
	 2
centuries)
Primary Series D, Type 2c Sceat
(late 7th-early 8th century)
Primary Series D, Type 8 Sceattas
(late 7th-early 8th century)	 2
Primary/Early Secondary





Series E 'Porcupine' Type K
Sceat (early 8th century)
Primary/Early Secondary
Series X, Type 30 variant
(early 8th century)
Primary Series, Aldfrith Type
Sceattas (late 7th-early 8th	 2
centuries)
Early Secondary Series BZ Type
variant (early 8th century)
These coins were found by metal detector between 1979 and the
mid 1980's. They are found in a scatter along the shore and
Immediate hinterland of the Humber estuary between North
Ferriby and Welton, a distance of over 2 kilometres. The two
Aldfrith sceattas from this area are in the British Museum
collection. The remainder of the coins are in the possession
of Mr D. Haldenby, apart from the Series X Sceat which was
donated to Hull Museum Service by a different metal
detectorist.
References : Hull Museum Records for details of find locations
and photographs of the coins.
British Museum Records for photographs and details
of the AldfrIth Sceattas.
Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p257.
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4. THWING
NGR TA 05 70
ype	 No. of Examples
Primary Series D, Type 8 Sceat 	 1
(late 7th-early 8th centuries)
Primary Series F, Type 24a Sceat
(late 7th-early 8th centuries)
	
1
These two sceattas were recovered in the course of the
excavation of the 8th-lOth century Anglo-Saxon settlement on
Paddock Hill, Thwing, by Mr Terry Manby. The coins were
recovered from a midden deposit which also contained later
Northumbrian Sceattas dating to the mid 8th century. In this
case the primary series sceattas may have stayed in circulation
into the mid 8th century due to their high silver content
compared to later sceatta coinages.
References : Hull Museum Records.
Mr T. Manby pers comm.





Type	 No. of Examples
Primary Series Aldfrith Type
Sceattas (late 7th-early 8th 	 2
centuries).
Primary Series C Runic Type R2
Sceat (late 7th-early 8th
centuries).
Primary Series D Frisian Runic
Sceat (late 7th-early 8th
centuries).
Primary Series D Type 8 variant
(late 7th-early 8th centuries)
Primary/Early Secondary Series E
'Porcupine' Type D Sceat
(early-mid 8th century).
Primary/Early Secondary Series E
'Porcupine' Type BMC 67 (British
Museum Catalogue 67).
Primary/Early Secondary Series E
'Porcupine' Type G Sceat (early
-8th century).
Early Secondary Series G Type 3a
Sceat (early-mid 8th century). 	 1
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Type
	 No. of Examples
Early Secondary Series BZ, Type 29
Sceat (early 8th century). 	 1
Early Secondary Series J, Type 27
Sceat (early-mid 8th century).	 1
Early Secondary Series K, Type 32a
Sceat (early-mid 8th century).	 1
The primary and early secondary series sceattas listed above
were recovered from the excavations of Peers and Radford at the
Anglo-Saxon monastery of Whitby, occupied from the mid 7th-late
9th centuries. Due to the low standard of excavation and
recording it is not known where the coins were found within the
monastery area.	 Later sceattas of the secondary series and
Northumbrian Series Y were also found on the site.
References : Allan, J. 1943, p85-86.
Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p265.
6. ALKBOROUGH
NGR - Uncertain.
In the Immediate hinterland of the southern shore
of the Humber estuary.
No. of ExamplesTyp
Early Secondary, Series X,




Reference : Blackburn, M.A.S. 1993, p87.
7. BROCKLESBY
NGR - Uncertain.
In the immediate hinterland of the southern shore of
of the Humber estuary.
Type
	 No. of Examples
Primary Series 'Aldfrith' Type
Sceat (late 7th-early 8th century)
	
1
This coin was found in 1987.
Reference : Blackburn, M.A.S. 1993, p87.
8. GRIMSBY (near)
NGR - Uncertain.
- Southern bank of the Humber.
No. of ExamplesType
Primary Series D, Type 2c Sceat
(late 7th-early 8th centuries)
Primary/Early Secondary, Series E
tporcupine ?
 Sceattas (early 8th
century.
Early Secondary, Series K, Type 32a





Reference : Blackburn, M.A.S. 1993, p88.
9. SOUTH FERRIBY
NGR - Uncertain - Southern shore of the Humber estuary.
Type	 No. of Examples
Early Secondary Series J, Type 85
Sceat (early-mid 8th century)
	
1
Early Secondary Series G, Type 3a
Sceat (early-mid 8th century)
	
1
References : Leahy pers comm.
Blackburn, H.A.S. 1993, p89.
10. WINTERINGHAN
NGR - SE 934 223 - Southern shore of the Humber estuary.
No. of ExamplesType
Early Secondary Series J,
Type 37 Sceat (early-mid
century)
Early Secondary Series J,






References : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf D.M. 1983, p266.
Blackburn, M.A.S. 1993, p89.
ii) The Upper Thames Valley
1. ABINGDON
NGR - SU 493980
Type
Primary/Early Secondary
Series E 'Porcupine' Sceat,




This coin was recover€d during the excavations of the Anglo-
Saxon minster church in Wootton Road, Abingdon before 1941. I:
was found with other secondary series sceattas of the mid 8th
century.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.N. 1984, p246.
2. ASTON ROWANT
NGR - SU 743 983







Type	 No. of Examples
Primary Series B,













Type 24 Sceattas	 8
(late 7th-early 8th centuries)
Primary Series D Sceattas -




Sceattas - various types	 62
(early 8th century)
Primary Series C Sceattas -
various types (late 7th-early	 46
8th centuries)
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This group of sceattas form the Aston Rowant hoard. It is the
largest hoard of sceattas to have been found in Britain to
date. The hoard was found at Grove Wood near the Icknield Way
- a major prehistoric trackway running from East Anglia into
the upper Thames valley travelling through the Great Ouse and
Thame valleys at the northern base of the Chilterns scarp.
This prehistoric trackway seems to have remained a major
communication route into the early medieval period. Part of
the original total of 324 sceattas is now in private hands. It
is thought that the hoard was deposited in the first decade of
the 8th century around 710 A.D. approximately.
References : Kent, J.P.C. 1972, p243-244.
Blackburn M.A.S. 1984, p167.
Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p246.
3. BANBURY
NGR - SP 451 394
Type	 No. of Examples
Early Secondary Series J,
Type 37 Sceat - contemporary
plated imitation (early-mid
8th century)
- isolated find south-west of Banbury town centre.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.N. 1984, p246.
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4. BINSEY
NGR - SP451 394
Type
Primary/Early Secondary





This coin was found on an 'island' settlement on the Thames,
two kilometres north-west of Oxford town centre.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p247.
5. BLEDLOW




Type G Sceat (early-mid
C8)
1
Secondary Series K, Type 42
Sceat (mid 8th century)
	
1
These coins were found by metal detector In a field near
Bledlow.
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Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p247.
6. EWELME
NGR - SU 643 917
Type
Primary/Early Secondary





Isolated metal detector found in a field north-west of Ewelme
church.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf D.M. 1984, p247.
7. LONG WITTENHAM
NGR - SU 541 937
Type
Frisian Sceat, minted at
Tiel, contemporary with
primary series-British
Museum Catalogue 86, Type





Isolated metal detector find in a field beside the river
Thames.
Reference : Metcalf D.N. 1984, p194-195.
8. MARSTON







Isolated metal detector find in a field beside the river
Cherwe].l.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.N. 1984, p255-256.
9. NORTH MORETON
NGR - SU 562 897
Type	 No. of Examples
Primary/Early Secondary
Series E, Type 3a? Sceat	 1
(early-mid 8th century)
Isolated metal detector find north of the modern village.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p257.
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10. TACKLEY
NGR - SP 47 20
ye
Early Secondary Series X,





Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p264.
11. WOODEATON





contemporary with the primary
-early secondary series (early
8th century?)
1
The coin was discovered on the Romano-Celtic site in 1978 and
Is now in the private collection of D.M. Metcalf.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf D.M. 1984, p266.
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iii) The Peak District
1. COMPTON
NGR - SO 885 988?
Type
Primary Series A,








Type - uncertain (early-
mid 8th century)
These two coins were found at Coinpton in Staffordshire on the
south-western border of the Peak District. They are the the
earliest Anglo-Saxon coins that have been found in the north-
west Midlands.
Reference : Rigold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p250.
2. REPTON
NGR SK 303 272
Type	 No. of Examples
Early Secondary Series J,
Type 27 Sceat (early-mid 	 1
8th century)
- 272 -
This coin was found by the chancel of the Anglo-Saxon Minister
church during the excavations of N. Biddle and H.M. Taylor.
The sceat has a low silver content and Is likely to be a
product of the mid rather than the early 8th century. Repton
was the parent Merclan royal monastery of the Peak District
abbey at Wirksworth.
Reference : Rlgold, S.E. and Metcalf, D.M. 1984, p260.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EXAMPLES OF SIXTh TO EARLY EIGHTH CINIIJKY COINAGE
DISCUSSED IN THE TEXT AND LISTED IN APPENDIX 2
- 274 -
Key to Appendix 2, Plate 1 (overleaf)
1. Merovinglan Gold Tremissis minted at Quentovic (mid-late
6th century).
2. Anglo-Saxon 'Pada' type Base Gold Shilling (mid 7th
century)
3. Merovingian Gold Tremissis Quarter.
4. Visigothlc Gold Tremissis - 'Justinian derivative (early-
mid 7th century).
5. Anglo-Saxon Gold Shilling - 'Crispus' Variant (early-mid
7th century).
6. Anglo-Saxon 'York type' Gold Shilling (early-mid 7th
century).
7. Anglo-Saxon 'York type' Gold Shilling struck with a
different die from above (early-mid 7th century).
8. Primary Series 'Aldfrith' Sceat (685-705 A.D.).
9. Primary Series A 'Tic' Type Sceat.
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Key to Appendix 2, Plate 2 (overleaf)
11. Primary Series C Runic Sceat
12. Primary Series D 'Cross and Pellets' type Sceat.
13. Primary/Early Secondary Series E 'Porcupine' Sceat.
14. Primary Series F 'Cross on steps' type Sceat.
15. Primary Series B Type 26-BX Sceat
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF A SELECTION OF ARTEFACTS FROM THE THREE STUDY
AREAS
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Driffield 1 - Kellythorpe, DRF 1, 158; Silver Type D Bracteate
from grave 26 (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D : Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
:JIiflfl)1i 
I 11 Ifl ii• k:?	 •
I	
•ij Jt'Yi '
Driffield 1 - Kellythorpe, DRF 1, 143, Composite, double-sided
bone comb from grave 21 -detail of endpiece (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.
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Driffield 1 - Kellythorpe, DRF1, 143, Double-sided composite
bone comb from grave 21 - central section (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
•5•g
Driffield 1 - Kellythorpe, DRF1, 144, Comb sheath for DRF1, 143
from grave 21. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Eatburn, IAS 29, Large fragment of a Pear-shaped amethyst bead
from a grave context. (Scale 1:2.5).
D of D: Early-mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
.
Easth'irn, EAS 25, Silvered copper-alloy study from a grave
context. (Scale 1:2.5).
D of D: Early-mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
.
Eastburn, MS 30, Blue glass bead from a grave context. (Scale
1:2.S).
D of D: Early-mid Cl?
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Eastburn, EAS 36, Blue glass vessel fragment from a grave
context. (Scale 1:2.5).
D of D: Early-mid Cl.
(Photographtd with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
Easiburn, EAS 16, Annular Brooch from a grave context. (Scale
1:2.5).
D of D: Early-mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Eastburn, EAS 22, Copper-alloy disc from a grave context.
(Scale 1:2.50.
D of D: Early-mid Cl?
(Photographed with ktnd permission of Hull Museums Service).
Eastburn, EAS 28, Jet bead (possibly lathe-turned) from a grave
context. (Scale lq:2.5).
D of D: Early-mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Elloughton, EEL 3, AnnuLar Brooch from a female grave. (Scale
1:3).
D of D: C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
Elloughton, ELL 2, Annular Brooch from a female grave. (Scale
1:3).
D of D: Late C6Iearly Cl?
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
- 285 -
with two blue glas beads from
of Hull Museums Service).
ELloughton, ELL 4, Silver earrtng
a female grave. (Scale 1:2.5).
D of D: C6 - early Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission
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aEvrthorpe, EVE 7, Silver and polychroine glass cabachori
pendant. (Scale 1:2.5)
D of D: Mid-late C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
Everthorpe, EVE 1, Pear-shaped amethyst bead. (Scale 1:2.5).
D of D: Early-mid C7.







Garton 2 - 'Green Lane Crossing', GAR 15, Gold 'Bulla' with
keeled garnet set in centre from grave 7. (Scale 1:3.50.
D of D: Mid-late C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
C'
Carton 2 - 'Green Lane Crossing', GAR 40,
blue glass from grave 7. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull
Carton 2 'Green Lane Crossing', GAl 42, Blue
fragment from grave 7.
D of D: Mid-late Cl.




i;:irton 2 - 'Green Lane Crossing', GAR 67, Almond shaped gold
and lignite pendant from grave 12. (Scale l:3.).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
I r L ' n 2 -	 r .'ti
grave 12. (ScaLe
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with
Tane Crsstno ' C•R 65, AnIluL3r Broach from1
1:3.5).
kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Gart'n 2 - 'Cruen Lane Crossing', CAR 115, Annular Brooch from
grave 27. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
(;arrnn 2 - 'Green Lane Crossing', CAR QØ, Small Iron Buckle
from grave LQ. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Garton 2 - 'Green Lane Crossing', GAR 110, Annular Brooch from
grave 22. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early-mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Garton Station, CARST 1Q5, Gold Bulla from grave 39. 	 (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of British Museum).
Acklam Wold, ACK 12, Gold Bulla with keeled garnet settings -
from a disturbed grave context. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
- 292 -
from a female grave
Museums Service).
lI.jrniia,	 lION 5,	 Type
decoration from grave 2.
D of D: Mid C6.
(Photographed with kind
D Silver Bracteate with penannular
(Scale 1:2.5).
permission of Hull Museums Service).
I1i)rnHea, lION 53, SiLver Shield Pendant
context. (Scale 1:2.5).
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull
- 293 -
buckle from an unprovenanced
of Hull Museums Service).
lliirnsea, lION ii, AnnuLar Brooch from grave 10.
D of D: Early-mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
Hornsea, HON 49, Silvered bronze
grave context. (Scale 1:2.5).
o of D: Early-late C6.






1 irii:n, KON 6, Leeds Type C2 Great Square-Headed Brooch from
grave 3 - detail of headplate (Scale 1:2.5).
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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.Lnctnn 2, SANC 2, h, Anrnil.er Brooch from Female grave context.
(sile 1:3.5).
P nf P: M[u!—lite C6?
(I'lictogriiph'.I with kEnt! permtaston of Ashmolean Mus3um).
Sancton 2, SANC 2,Q, Annular Brooch from female grave context.
(Scale l:3.i).
D of D: Mid-Late C6?
(Photographt'd with kind permt.uion of the Aehmolean Muceum).
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Sancton 2, SAN(: 2,H, Annular Brooch from female grave context.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6?
(Photographed with kind permisston of Ashmolean Museum).
Sanctnn 2, SANC2, 1, Annular Brooch from female grave context.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6?




Seamer, SEA 40, SiLver gilt and cabachon garnet plaque from
grave context. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the British Museum).
S!aIn.!r, 4EA 41, Silver, gil.t and cabachon garnet plaque from
grave context. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the British Museum).
!•
Seamer, S1A 42, Silver gilt and cabachon garnet plaque from
grave context. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the British Museum).
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c_____
Staxton, STA 102, Cowrte shell pendant from 'grave 1'. (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
-
Staxton, STA 220, Wrist Clasps, from 'grave 3'. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Late C6/early Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
Staxton, STA 211, Buckle plate, from 'grave 2'. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Staxton, STA 2L2, Uorse-shaped allique from 'grave 2'. (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
r.ixtin, 'TA 3J, Radiate-headed Brooch (upper part only.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Staxton, STA 218, Leeds Type C2 Great Square-headed brooch from
'grave 3'. (Scale 1:7.5).
D of D: Late C6 - early Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Hull Museums Service).
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Abingdon-Staxton Rd, ABI 221-222, Cast Saucer brooch pair with
Style I ornament from inhumation grave 31. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of Ashmolean Museum).
Abingdan — Staxton Road, ABI 136 & 137,
from inhumation grave 6. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Nid C5 — early C6.




Abingdun - Staxton Road, ABI 512 & 513, Pair of disc brooches
from inhumatton grave 59. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Lute C5 - mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmoleari Museum).
Ahiugdun-Staxon Road, BL 517, Lid and seal attachment of a
wooden box from irihumation grave 59. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Late C5 - mid C6.






Road, ABI S15-517 and 519-520, Late Roman
ineide the wooden box in inhumation grave
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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Ahingdon - Staxton Road, ABI 873, Applied Saucer Brooch from
inhuntation grave 1fl6. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid - late C5.
(Photographed with kind permissLon of the Ashmolean Museum).
Aliingdon - Staxton Road, ABI 904, Cast Saucer brooch with
'floriate' cross design from inhumation grave 11.8. (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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*Abltigdon- Staxton Road, ABI 313, Trefoil headed small-long
brooch from inhumation grave 46. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid C6.
(Photographed wLth kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Ahindon - Staxton Road, MU 822, Tinned flat annular brooch
from Inhumation grave 85. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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.Ii j ng.I)fl - St ix' ui Rwitl , ABI ML 7, Tinned F 1 ;i t Annu1r Bcoch
from inhUUUIttOn grive 8fl. (Scale l:3.S).
D of D: Early C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Ah[ngdon - Staxton Road, ARI 933, Heart-shaped cl.oisonne plate
of bronze, tin foil and glass from inhumatton grave 119.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Late C6 - early Cl.
(Photo'raphed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum)
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clia II , A.f h, ai t i.upper-a L Loy hani Le EL-o;n an eastern
Mediterranean 'Coptic bowl' from the cremation burrow burial.
(Scale 1:3.5)..
D of D: Early - mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Astall, AST 52, Copper-alloy strap end from the cremation





AithaL1, AT 5, Gilt-copper-alloy applique with Style 2
ornament from the cremation barrow burial. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Asthall, AST 51, Openvork frame suspension attachment from the
cremation barrow burial. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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UI	 .
Bone gamLng pieces from the cremation
1:3.5).
permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
4
Asthall, AST I & 2,
barrow burial. (Scale
D of D: Early - mid C7.
(Photographed with kind
Asthall, AST 59, Bone
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind
die from the cremation barrow burial
permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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I
Barrow Hills, BAR 144, Short 'thistle' headed pin from a
settlement context. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: EAS.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Barrow Hills, BAR 2, DIsc Brooch from a settlement context.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Late C5 - early C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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Barrow Hills, BAR 219, Antler Tine tool from a settlement
context. (ScaLe 1:3.5).
D of D: EAS.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Barrow Hills, BAR 277,
context. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: EAS.
(Photographed with kind
Worked Antler tine from a settlement
permission of the Ashinolean Museum).
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Barrow Fulls, BAR 181, Lathe turned bone spindle whorl from a
settlement context. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: EAS.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
- 313 -
from grave 13. (Scale
Ashmo lean Museum).
Br i ' i F h:inipl uii , 13R I 2, Hut tn brooch/sin'i I. I saucer brooch from
grave 1. (ScaLe 1:3.5).
D of D: Late C5 - early C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
1
Brighthampton, nRr 71, Small-long brooch
1:3. S).
D of D: Mid C6.





D of D: Early — mid C6.
(Photographed with kind
Large facetted crystal bead from grave
permission of the &shmolean Museum).
IlJf •-I	
•.	 .






brooches from grave 22.
D of D: Early-mid C6.
(Photographed with kind
126, Pair of gilded applied Saucer
(Scale 1:3.5).
permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
— 315 —
133, Identical Pair of Cast Saucer
(Scale 1:3.5).
permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Brtghthampton, 13R1 199 & i8.), Pair of (',i.Lded S:Iucr Brooches
from grave 46, identIcal with examples from Abtngdon grave 118
and Cassington - Purwell Farm. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
I' :;d.:I'I" ;j; s
''...—.. •--.
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4 'I •1.
Brtghthampton, BRI 132 &
Brooches from grave 23.











D of D: Early
(Photographed
13111 161, Small-long brooch from grave 40. (Scale
- mid C6.
with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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pCassington - Purvell Farm, CASP I & 2, Pair of gilded saucer
brooches from a femaLe grave context, identical to the examples
from Ablngdon - Staxton Road grave 118 and Rrighthampton grave
46.
D of D: C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Cassington - Purwell Farm, CASP 108 & 109, PaLr of gilded
saucer brooches from grave 2. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.









Cassington - Purvell Farm, CASP 216, Large Cast Saucer Brooch
from grave 7. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of 1): Late C6 - early Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Cassington - Purwell Farm, CASP 217, Large Cast Saucer Brooch -
pair to CASP 216 from grave 7. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of 1): Late C6 - early C7.





I) of D: Early
(Photographed
Purwell Firm, CASP 126, LHrge late Celtic pin with
and triskele decoration from grave 3.	 (Scale
- mid C6.
with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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- CASS 8a, Cast Saucer Brooch from
permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Caastngton - Smith's Pit
grave 3. (ScaLe 1:3.5).















Chavenage, CIIAV 4&5, Tinned and punch decorated Flat Annular
lrnoch pair from grave 1. (Scale 1:3.5).
1) of D: fiLd - late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Aehmol.ean Museum).
Chavenage, CILAV 7, Tinned and punch decorated Flat Annular
Brooch from grave 2.
	 (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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Cuddesdon, CUDD 1, 'The CudiLeson Bowl' from a female grave.
(Scale 1:4.5).
D of D: Early - mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmoleari Museum).
- 323 -
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Duckltngton, DUC 1, Gold 'bulla' from grave 2. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C7.
(Photographed vith kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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00
Long Wittenham 2, LOW 2, 2&3, Blue Glass Beads from grave 3.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C7.
(Photographed vith kind permission of the British Museum).
Long Wittenham 2, LOW 2, 4&5, Stiver 'Step'/'Slip Knot' rings
from grave 3. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the British Museum).
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\Long Wittenham 2, LOW 2, 9, Silver Chain-Linked Pins (chain no
longer survives) from grave 7. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the British Museum).
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Milton, MIt 1, Composite Copper, Silver gold and garnet Disc
Brooch from a female grave. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early-mtd C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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Shak,iak - h' t t I ennut ( SIItK 2Q I , I ron hijt,kle from Fill. 4 of
Ditch F. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6-early CR.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
SLiakenoak-settlement, SFIAK 274, suspension hook from Fill 4 of
Ditch F. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6 - early C8.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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IShakenoak-aettlemnet, SILAK 240, knife from Ftll 4 of Ditch F.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6 - early C8.
(Photographed vith kind permiscion of the Aebmolean Museum).
Shakenoak - settlement, SITAK 260,
Fill 4 of Ditch F. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6 - early CS.
(Photographed vith kind permission
Link from snaffle bit from
of the Ashmolean Museum).
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StanLake I/StitiIEake 1,
	 FAL I, Disc Pendant with gilt style 2
ornament from a femaLe grave (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Stanlake/Standlake 1, STAL 6, Openwork Disc Pendant/Brooch from
grave 8. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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StLIIILake l/taiidLake 1, STAIJ 7, Iron Crass Cragment with si1vr
leaf interlace decoration from grave 8. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid - late C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Stanlake 1/Standlake 1, STAL 3, Gold and cabachon garnet
pendant from grave 8. (Scale 1:3. 5).
D of D: Mid-late C7.




St.intake 1/Standlake 1, STAL 4, Gold and cabachon set red glass
pendant from grave 8. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid - late Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Stanlake/Standiake 1, STAIJ 17-25, Amethyst, polychrome glass
and paste bead necklace from grave 8. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid - late Cl.




Stanlake 2/Standiake 2, STAL 2, 1, Cast Saucer Brooch from
grave 1. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Late C6 - early Cl.




Sutton Courtenay - settlement, SUTCS 48, Equal-armed brooch
from SF8 mb. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - late C5.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
-.	 -
'*: :I •







Sutton Courtenay - settlement, SUTCS Li2 a&b, Horn cares from
SF0 28. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: EAS.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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Wallingford, WAL 282, Tinned Disc Brooch from grave 24. (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Late C5 - early C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Wallingford, WAL 125, PIn from grave 22. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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LWaIii.ngfurcl, WAL1 2')&30, Crus-Shiped Bruochis Lrom grave 16.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.
(Photo#raphed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
.e
Wallingford, WAIJ 121, Fiat Annular Brooch from grave 22. (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Mid C6.




It	 !, ( 4 :"
1
:
Wheatley, WHE 35, barge Cast Saucer Brooch with central garnet
from grave 14. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid C7.
(Phnto#raphed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Wheatley, WilE 36, Large Cast Saucer Brooch - pair to WHE 35.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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Wheatley, WIlE 227 — 228, Pair of Disc Brooches from grave 39.
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early — mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
-.4.
-- ..	 •	 e
Wheatley, WHE 2Q, Applied Disc Brooch from grave 12. (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Early — mid C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
— 338 —
Wheatley, WilE I.')7, one of a iaLr of Disc Brooches from grave
27.	 (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid-late C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashinolean Museum).
Wheatley, WIlE 3, Gilded Saucer Brooch from grave 20. (Scale
1:3.5).
D of D: Late C5 - early C6.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashinolean Museum).
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Wheatley, WIlE 69, Iron
(Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid C7.
(Photographed with kind
Buckle and Buckle Plate from grave 14.
permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
Wheatley, WHE 70, Silver Pin from grave 14. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Early - mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of the Ashmolean Museum).
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L.ipiiiig HILL, Bruhfild, LAP 1, Knife from mile grave -
primary interment in barrow 1. (Scale 1:4).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
Brushfield (possibly Lapwing Hill) BRITS 1, Knife from male
grave — primary interment in barrow. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Cl/early medieval?
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
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Tissington), COLE 11&12, Hemispherical
a cremation burial - primary interment






Cold Eaton (New Inns nr.
Bone Playing Pieces from
In barrow. (Scale 1:4).





in barrow. (Scale 1:4).
Sheffield City Museum).
'(;1rL- LtL'H PLi'cc 'iiddlton Moor, CAR 2, Hanging Bowl
escutcheon with Triskele and red enamel decoration from a male
grave - primary interment in barrow. (Scale 1:4).
D of D: Early - Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
'Uirratt's Piece' Middleton Moor, GAR
Bowl escutcheon with Triskele, red and
from a male grave - primary interment
D of D: Early - mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of
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HurdLow I, (East Sterndale 1), PIIJR 1, Knife from a female grave
- primary in barrow. (Scale 1:4).
D of D: Mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
Hurdlow 1 (East Sterndale 1), IIUR 2, Bronze 'Sewing Box' from a
female grave - primary interment in barrow. (Scale 1:4).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
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Hurdlow I (East Sterndale 1), HUR 2, Bronze 'Sewing Box' (from
above) from a female grave - primary interment in barrow.
(Scale 1:4).
D of D: Mid C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
Hurdlow 2 (East Sterndale 2), HUR 2,1, Knife from a male grave
- primary in barrow. (Scale 1:4).
D of D: Early medieval/Anglo-Saxon.






Wighor Low 2, (-unpublished find from recent excavations at
Wigber Low). Crystal Ball from a female grave. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of I): Mtd C7.
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
Wighur Low 2, Gold-Bound Beaver Tooth Pendant from a female
grave. (Scale 1:3.5).
D of D: Mid Cl.
(Photographed with kind permission of Sheffield City Museum).
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